Abstract-A wide variety of packet classification algorithms and devices exist in the research literature and commercial market. The existing solutions exploit various design tradeoffs to provide high search rates, power and space efficiency, fast incremental updates, and the ability to scale to large numbers of fitters. There remains a need for techniques that achieve a favorable balance among these tradeoffs and scale to support classification on additional fields beyond the standard 5-tuple. We introduce Dishibuted Crossproducting of Field Labels (DCFL), a novel comhination of new and existing packet classification techniques that Ieverages key observatiom of the structure of real filter sets and takes advantage of the capabilities of modern hardware technology. Using a collection of real and synthetic filter sets, we prnvide analyses of DCFL performance and resource requirements on filter sets of various sizes and compositions. An optimized implementation of DCFL can provide over 100 million searchas per second and storage for over 200 thousand filters in a current generation FPGA or ASIC without the need for external memory devices.
I. INTRODUCTION
ACKETclassification is an enabling function for a vari-P ety of applications including Quality of Service. security, and monitoring. These applications typically operate on packet flows; therefore, network nodes must classify individual packers traversing the node in order to assign a flow identifier, FlowllD. Packet classification entails searching a set of filters for the highest priority filter or set of filters that match the packet I . At minimum, filters contain multiple field values that specify an exact packet header ur set of headers and the associated FluwID for packets matching all the field values. The type of field values are typically prefixes for IP address fields, an exact value or wildcard for the transport protocol number and flags, and ranges for port numbers. An example filter table is shown in Table I . In this simple example. filters contain field values for four packet headers fields: 8-bit source and destination addresses, transport protoco1, and a 4-bit destination port number.
Note that the filters in Table I --security applications to specify a single action for the packet.
Packets may also match several non-exclusive filters, providing support for transparent monitoring and usage-based accounting applications. Note that a parameter may control the number of non-exclusive filters, r, returned by the packet classifier. Like exclusive filters, the priority tag is used to selecl the r highest priority non-exclusive filters.
Distribiited
Crosspmdiicring of Field LQbels (DCFL) is a novel combination of new and existing packet classification techniques that leverages key observations of filter set structure and takes advantage of the capabilities of modem hardware technology. We discuss the observed structure of real filter sets in detail and provide motivation for packet classification on larger numbers of fields in Section 11. Two key observations motivate our approach: the number of unique field values for a given field in the filter set is small relative to the number of filters in the fitter set, and the number of unique field values matched by any packet is very small relative to the number of filters in the filter set, Using a high degree of parallelism, DCFL employs optimized search engines for each filter field and an efficient technique for aggregating the results of each field search. By performing this aggregation in a distributed fashion, we avoid the exponential increase in the time or space incurred when performing this operation in a single step. Given that search techniques for single packet fields are well-studied. the primary focus of this paper is the dcvelopment and analysis of an aggregation technique that can make use of the embedded multi-port memory blocks in the current generation of ASICs and FPGAs. We introduce severa1 new concepts including field labeling. Mera-Labeling unique field combinations, Field Splifting, and optimized data structures such as Bloom Filter A r r a y that minimize the number of memory accesses to perform se1 membership queries. As a result. our technique provides fast lookup performance, efficient use of memory, support for dynamic updates at high rates. and scalability to filters with additional fields.
Using a collection of 12 real filter sets and synthetic filter sets generated with the ClassBench tools, we provide an evaluation of DCFL performance and destination address prefix pair), then specifies the application (ttansport-layer specifications). Administrators often must apply a policy regarding an application to a number of distinct subnetwork pairs; hence, multiple fiiters will share the same transport-layer specification. Likewise, administrators often apply multiple policies to a subnetwork pair; hence, multiple filters will share the same source and destination prefix pair. In general, the observation suggests that the number of inlermediate results generated by independent searches on fields or collections of fields may be inherently limited. This observation led to the general framework for packet classification in network processors proposed by Kounavis, et. al. [4] .
ues.
B. Our Observations
We performed a battery of analyses on 12 real filter sets provided by Internet Service Providers (ISPs), a network equipment vendor. and other researchers working in the field. In general, our analyses agree with previously published observations. We also performed an exhaustive analysis of the maximum number of unique field values and unique combinations of field values which match any packet. A summary of the single field statistics are given in Table 11 . Note that the number of unique field values is significantly less than h e number of filters and the maximum number of unique field values matching any packet remains relatively constant for various filter sei sizes. We also performed the same analysis far every possible combination of fields (every possible combination of two fields, three fields, etc. with the held value combinations formed from the crossproduct of Fl, 2(w, z) and P3,4(y, z )
Select the highest priority exclusive filter and T highest priority nonexclusive filters in Fl, 2, 3, 4(w: x, y, z )
Note that there are several variants which are not covered by this example. For instance, we could alter the aggregation process to find the subset F1,2,3(w,z,y) by querying p1,2,3 using the crossproduct of F l , z ( w ,~) and F3(y). We can then find the subset F L ,~, J ,~( w , 5, y, z ) by querying F1,2,3,4 using the crossproduct of FL, 2, 3(w:ic, y) and F4(z). A primary focus of this paper is determining subsets ( F I J ( w , x) , F3,4(y, z ) , etc.) via optimized set membership data structures.
As shown in Figure 1 , DCFL employs three major components: a set of parallel search engines: an aggregation network, and a priority resolution stage. Each search engine Pi independently searches for all filter fields matching the given header field using an algorithm or architecture optimized for the type of search. For example, the search engines for the IP address fields may employ compressed multi-bit tries while the search engine for the protocol and flag fields may use simple hash tables. As shown in Table n , each set of matching labels for each header field is typically less than five for real filter tables. The sets of matching labels generated by each search engine are fed to the aggregation network which computes the set of all matching filters for the given packet in a multi-stage. distributed fashion.
Finally, the priority resolution stage selects the highest priority exclusive fiker and the T highest priority non-exclusive filters.
The priority resolution stage may be realized by a number of efficient algorithms and logic circuits; hence. we do not discuss it further.
The first key concept in DCFL is labeling unique field values with locally unique labels. By doing so, sets of matching field values can be represented as sets of labels. Table ID shows the sets of unique source and destination addresses specified by the filters in Table I . Note that each unique field value also has an associated "count" value which records the number of filters which specify the field value. The "count" value is used to support dynamic updates; a data structure in a field search engine or aggregation node only needs to be updated when the "count" value changes from 0 to 1 or 1 to 0. We identify unique combinations of field values by assigning either (1) a composite label formed by concatenating the labels for each field value in the combination, or (2) a new meta-label which uniquely identifies the combination in the set of unique combinations. As shown in Table 111 , meta-labeling assigns a single label to each unique field combination, compressing the label used to uniquely identify it within the set. In addition to reducing the memory requirements for explicitly storing composite labels, this optimization has another subtle benefit. MetuLabeling compresses the space addressed by the label, thus the meta-label may be used as an index into a set membership data structure. The use of labels allows us to use set membership data structures that only store labels corresponding to field values and combinations of field values present in the filter table.
While storage requirements depend on the structure of the filter set, they scale linearly with the number of filters in the database.
Furthermore. a1 each aggregation node we need not perform set membership queries in any particular order. This property allows us to take advantage of hardware parallelism and multiport embedded memory technology.
The second key concept in DCFL is using a network of aggregation nodes to compute the set of matching filters for a given packet. The aggregation network consists of a set of 010110* 01110010 Table I for a packet with address pair (x, y) = (10011100,01101010). As shown in Figure 2 , an aggregation node takes as input rhe sets of matching field labels generated by the source and destination address search engines, F s~( x ) and F D A (~) .
respectively. Searching the tables of unique field values shown in Table 111 , FSA(Z) contains labels {1,4,5} and FDA(Y) contains labels {0,2.3}. The first step is to form a query set Fqquery of aggregate labels corresponding to potential address prefix pairs. The query set is formed from the crossproduct of the source and destination address label sets. Next, each label in Fqvery is checked for membership in the set of labels stored at the aggregation node, FSA,DA.
Note that the set of composite labels corresponds to unique address prefix pairs specified by filters in the example filrer set shown in Table I tal of over lOMb of embedded memory [6] . Current ASIC standard cell libraries offer dual-and quad-port embedded SRAMs operating at 625 MHz [71. We also point out that it is standard practice to utilize several embedded memories in parallel in order to achieve the desired data path width.
IV. AGGREGATION NETWORK
Since all aggregation nodes operate in parallel, the performance bottleneck in the system is the aggregation node with the largest worst-case query set size, IFpuery 1 . Query set size determines the number of sequential memory accesses performed at the node, The size of query sets vary for different constructions of the aggregation network. We refer to the worst-case query set size, lFqPLeTlll, among all aggregation nodes, FI:. . . FI ,..,, d , as the cost for network construction, Gi . Selecting the most efficient arrangement of aggregation nodes into an aggregation network is a key issue. We want to select the minimum cost aggregation network Gmin as follows:
where
Consider an 'example for packet classification on three fields. Figure 3 are the maximum sizes for the sets of matching field labels for the three fields and the maximum size for the sets of matching labels for all possible field combinations. For example, label set Fi.2 (2, y) will contain ai most four labels for any values of z and y. Also shown in Figure 3 are three possible aggregation networks for a DCFL search; the cost varies between 3 and 6 depending on the construction.
Shown in
In general, an aggregation node may operate on two or more input label sets. Given that we seek to minimize lpqbuery(, we limit the number of input label sets to two. The query set size for aggregation nodes fed by field search engines is partly determined by the size of the matching field label sets, which we have found to be small for real filter sets. Also, the Field Splifring optimization provides a control point for the size of the query set at the aggregation nodes fed by the field search engines; thus, we restrict the network structure by requiring that at least one of the inputs to each aggregation node be a matching field label set from a field search engine. We point out that this seemingly "serial" arrangement of aggregation nodes does not prevent DCFL from starting a new search on every pipeline cycle. As shown in Figure 3 , delay buffers allow field search engines to perform a new lookup on every pipeline cycle. The matching field label sets are delayed by the appropriate number of pipeline cycles such that they arrive at the aggregation node synchronous to the matching label set from the upstream aggregation node. Search engine results experience a maximum delay of ( d -2 ) pipeline cycles which is tolerable given that the pipeline cycle time is on the order of 10ns. With such an imptemntation, DCFL throughput is inversely proportional to the pipeline cycle time.
We can empirically determine the optimal arrangement of aggregation nodes for a given filter set by computing the maximum query set size for each combination of field values in the filter set. While this computation is manageable for real filter sets of moderate size. the computational complexity increases exponentiatly with filter set size. For our set of I2 real filter sets, the optimal network aggregaled field labels in the order of decreasing maximum matching filter label set size with few exceptions. This observation can be used as a heuristic for constructing efficient aggregation networks for large filter sets and filter sets with large numbers of filter fields. As previously discussed. we do not expect the filter set properties leveraged by DCFL to change. We do point out that a static arrangement of aggregation nodes might be subject to degraded performance if the filter set characteristics were dramatically altered by a sequence of updates. Through the use of reconfigurable interconnect in the aggregation network and extra memory for storing offline aggregation tables, a DCFL implementation can minimize the time for restructuring the network for optimal performance. We defer this discussion to future study, A(5:0) Label , * 0 V. FIELD SPLITTING As discussed in Section 111, the size of the matching field label set, ]Pi(x)l. affects the size of the crossproduct, IFquery(, at the following aggregation node. While we observe that IFi(z) 1 remains small for real filter sets, we would like to exert control over this value to both increase search speed for existing filter sets and maintain search speed for filter sets with increased address prefix nesting and port range overlaps. Recall that IFi(x)l 5 2 for all exact match fields such as the transport protocol and protocol flags.
The number of address prefixes matching a given address can be reduced by splining the address prefixes into a set of ( c + 1)
shorter address prefixes, where c is the number of splits. An example of splitting a 6-bit address field is shown in Figure 4 . For the original 6-bit address field the maximum number of field labels matching any address is five. In order to reduce this number to three, we split the 6-bit address field into 2-bit and 4-bit address fields. For address prefixes, Field SpEitring is similar to constructing a variable-stride multi-bit trie; however, with Field Splitting we only store one multi-bit node per stride. A matching prefix is denoted by the combination of matching prefixes from the multi-bit nodes in each stride. We point out that the sets of matching labels from the searches on each split field may be aggregated in any order with label sets from any other filter field; i.e. we need not aggregate the labels from A(5:4) and A(3:O) in the same aggregation node to ensure correctness.
Given that the size of the matching field label sets is the property that most directly affects DCFL performance, we would like to specify a maximum set size and split those fields that exceed the threshold. Given a field overlap threshold, there is a simple algorithm for determining the number of splits required for an address prefix field. For a given address prefix field, we begin by forming a list of all unique address prefixes in the filter set, sorted in non-decreasing order of prefix length. We simply add each prefix in the list to a binary trie, keeping track of the number of prefixes encountered alang the path using a nesting counter. If there is a split at the current prefix length, we reset matching labels per field is reduced from five to three.
An example of splitting a 6-bit address field; maximum number of the nesting counter. The splits for the trie may be stored in a list or an array indexed by the prefix length. If the number of prefixes along the path reaches the threshold, we create a split at that prefix length and reset the nesting counter. It is important to note that the number of splits depends upon the structure of the address wie. In the worst case, a threshold of two overlaps could create a split at every prefix length. We argue that given the structure of real filter sets and reasonable threshold values (four or five), that Field Splitling provides a highly useful control point for the size of query sets in aggregation nodes.
Field Splitsing for port ranges is much simpler. We simply compute the maximum field overlap, nz, for the given pori field by adding the set of unique port ranges to a segment tree. Given an overlap threshold, t , the number splits is simply c = .E=.?:
We then create (c t 1) bins in which to Sort the set of unique port ranges. For each port range [i : j ] , we identify the bin, bj, containing the minimum number of overlapping ranges using a segment tree constructed from the ranges in the bin. We insen ii : j ] into bin b, and insert wildcards into the remaining bins. Once the sorting is complete, we assign locally unique labels to the port ranges in each bin. Like address field splitting, a range in the original filter field is now identified by a combination of labels corresponding to its matching entry in each bin. Again, label aggregation may OCCUT in any order with Labels from any other field.
Finally, we point out that Field Splitting is a precomputed optimization. It is possible that the addition of new filters to the filter set could cause one the overlap threshold to be exceeded in a particular field, and thus degrade the performance of DCFL. While this is possible. out analysis of real filter sets suggests that it is not probable. Currently most filter sets are manually configured, thus updates are exceedingly rare relative to searches. Furthermore, the common structure of filters in a filter set suggests that new filters will most likely be a new combination of fields already in the filter set. For example, a network administrator may add a filter matching all packets for application A flowing between subnets B and C, where speci-1-1 .
fications A, B, C already exist in the filter set VI. AGGREGATION NODES Well-studied data structures such as hash tables and B-Trees are capable of efficiently representing a set. We focus on three options that minimize the number of sequential memory accesses. SMA, required to identify members of the set. The first is a variant on the popular Bloom filter which has received renewed attention in the research literature I81. The second and third options leverage the compression provided by field labels and meta-labels to index into an array of lists containing the composite labels for the field value combinations in Fl-,,,,i. These indexing schemes perform parallel comparisons in order to minimize the required SMA; thus. the performance of these schemes depends on the word size nt of the memory storing the data-structures. For all three options, we derive equations for SMA and number of memory words IV required to store the data-structure.
A. Bloom Filter Array
A Bloom filter is an efficient data structure for set membership queries with tunable false positive errors. In our context, a Bloom filter computes k hash functions on a label L to pro- . . ~ z), to contain labels that do not correspond to field combinations in the filter set. These false positive errors can be "caught" at downstream aggregation nodes using explicit representations of label sets. We discuss two options for such data-structures in the next section. This property does preclude use of Bloom filters in the last aggregation node in the network. As we discuss in Section VIII, this does not incur a performance penalty in real filter sets.
In order to limit the number of memory accesses per membership query to one, we propose the use of an array of Bloom filters as shown in Figure 5 . A Bloom Filter Array is a set of Bloom filters indexed by the result of a pre-filter hash function 
H ( L )
.
B. Meta-Label Iadexing
We can leverage the compression provided by meta-labels to construct aggregation nodes that explicitly represent the set of field value combinations. F I , , . . ,~. The field value combinations in PI, ...,i can be identified by a composite label which is the concatenation of the meta-label for the combination of the first Since set membership queries may be performed independently, the total SMA depends on the size of the index meta-label set. [IO] .
VIII. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In order to evaluate the performance and scalability of DCFL, we used a combination of real and synthetic filter sets of various sizes and compositions. The 12 real filter sets were graciously provided from ISPs, a network equipment vendor, and other researchers in the field. ClassBench is a publicly available suite of tools for benchmarking packet classification algorithms and devices [ 1 11. It includes a Filter Set Annlyzezer that extracts the relevant statistics and probability distributions from a seed filter set and generates a parameterfile. The ClassBench Filter Set Generator takes as input a parameterjle and a few parameters that provide high-level control over the composition of the filters in the resulting filter set. We constructed a CIassBench parameterJile for each of the 12 real filter sets and used these files to generate large synthetic filter sets that retain the structural properties of the real filter sets. The ClassBench Truce Generator was used to generate input traffic for both the real filter sets and the synthetic filter sets used in the performance evaluation. For all simulations, header trace size is at least an order of magnitude larger than filter set size. The metrics of interest for DCFL are the maximum number of sequential memory accesses per lookup at any aggregation node, SMA, and the memory requirements. We choose to report the memory requirements in bytes per filter, BpF, in order to better assess the scalability of our technique.
The type of embedded memory technology directly influences the achievable performance and efficiency of DCFL: thus, for each simulation run we compute the SMA and total memory words required for various memory word sizes, Standard embedded memory blocks provide 36-bit memory word widths; therefore, we computed resulls for memory word sizes corresponding to using 1, 2,4, 8, and 16 memory blocks per aggregation node. A11 results are reported relative to memory word size. The choice of memory word size allows us to explore the tradeoff between memory efficiency and lookup speed. We assert that the use of 16 embedded memory blocks fo achieve a memory word size of 576 bits is reasonable given current technology, but certainly near the practical limit. For simplicity. we assume all memory blocks are single-port, ( P = 1). Given that all set membership queries are independent, the SMA for a given implementation of DCFL may be reduced by a factor of
P.
In order to demonstrate he achievable performance of DCFL, each simulation performs lookups on a11 possible aggregation network constructions. At the end of the simulation, we compute the optimal aggregation network by choosing the optimal network structure and optimal node type for each aggregation node in the graph: Btoorn Filter Army, MewLabe1 Indexing, and Field Label Indexing. In the case that two node types produce the same SMA value, we choose the node type with the smaller memory requirements. Our simulation also allows us to select the aggregation network structure and node types in order to optimize worst-case or average-case performance. Worst-case optimal aggregation networks select the structure and node types such that the value of the maximum SMA for any aggregation node in the network is minimized. Computing the optimal aggregation network at the end of h e simulation allows us to observe trends in the optimal network structure and node type for filter sets of various type, structure, and size. We observe that optimal network structure and node type largely depends on filter set structure. With few exceptions, variables such as filter set size and memory word size do not affect the composition of the optimal aggregation network. We observe that the Bloom Filter Array technique is commonly selected as the optimal choice for the first one or two nodes in the aggregation network. With rare exceptions, Meta-hbel Indexing is chosen for aggregation nodes at the end of the aggregation network. This is a convenient result, as the final aggregation node in the network cannot me the Bloom Filter Array technique id order to ensure correctness. We find this result to be somewhat intuitive since the size of a meta-label increases with the number of unique combinations in the set which typically increases with the number of fields in the combination. When wing meta-labels to index into an array of lists, a larger metalabel addresses a larger space which in turn "spreads" the labels across a larger array and limits Ihe length of the lists at each array index.
In the first set of tests we used the I2 real filter sets and generated header traces using the ClassBench Trace Generalor. The number of headers in the trace was 50 times the number of 61- ters in the filter set. As shown in Figure 7 (a), the worst-case SMA for all 12 real filter sels is ten or less for a worst-case optimal aggregation network using memory blocks with a word size of 288 bits. Also note thar the largest filter set, acl5, of 4557 filters achieves the best performance with a worst-case SMA of two for worst-case optimal aggregation network using memory blocks with a word size of 144 bits. In order to translate these results into achievable lookup rates, assume a current generation ASTC with dual-port memory blocks, ( P = 2), operating at 500 MHz. The worst-case SMA for all 12 filter sets is then five or less using a word size of 288 bits. Under these assumptions, the pipeline cycle time can be Ions allowing the DCFL implementation to achieve 100 million searches per second which is comparable to current TCAMs. Search performance can be doubled by doubling the clock frequency or using quad-port memory blocks, both of which are possible in current generation ASICs. We also measured average-case performance and found that the average SMA for all filter sets falls to four or less using a memory word size of 288 bits. Worst-case optimal memory consumption is shown in Figure 7( tively. We also note that increasing the memory word size for acll yields no appreciable reduction in SMA; all memory word sizes yielded an SMA of five or six. These two pieces of data suggest that in the aggregation node data-structures, the size of the lists at each index entry are short; thus, increasing the memory word-size linearly increases the memory inefficiency without yielding any fewer memory accesses. We believe that this is also the case with the optimal aggregation network for acl2 with memory word size 288.
The second set of simulations investigates the scalability of DCFL to larger filter sets. Results are shown in Figure 8 . This set of simulations utilized the UassBench tools suite to generate synthetic filter sets containing 10k, 20k, and 50k filters using parameterjles extracted from filter sets ac15, fill and fw5. As shown in Figure 8(a) , the worst-case SMA is eight or less for all filter sets using memory word sizes of 72 bits or more. The most striking feature of these results is the indistinguishable difference between filter set sizes of 20k and 50k. The ClussBencli Synthetic Filter Set Generator maintains the field overlap properties specified in the parameter$file. Coupled with the results in Figure 8 , this confirms that the property of filter set structure most influential on DCFL performance is the maximum number of unique field values matching any packet header field. As discussed in Section 11, we expect this property to hold as filter sets scale in size. If field overlap does increase, the Field Splitting optimization provides a way to reduce this to a desired threshold. As shown in Figure 8(b) , the memory requirements increase with memory word size. Given the favorable SMA performance there is no need to increase the word size beyond 72, as it only results in a linear increase in memory inefficiency. Clearly, finding the optimum balance of lookup performance and memory efficiency requires careful selection of memory word size.
The next set of simulations invesligate the efficacy and con-sequences of the Field Splitting optimization. We selected two of the worst-performing real filter sets and performed simulations with various field overlap thresholds. The performance results are summarized in Figure 9 . For acI2, Field Splifring reduces the worst-case SMA from 16 to 12 for 36-bit memory words and 11 to 8 for 74-bir memory words. This amounts to a 33% performance increase; however, the impact of Field Splitring is reduced as we increase memory word size. Clearly, the primary benefit of Field Splitting is that it allows us to achieve better performance using smaller memory word sizes which improves the memory efficiency. As shown in Figure 9 (b), the memory utilization for all filter sets using memory word sizes of 74-bits or less remains well-below 40 bytes per filter. Consider the specific case of ad2. In order to achieve a worst-case SMA of eight or less without Fjeld Splitring, we must use a memory word-size of 144 bits resulting in memory requirements of 44 bytes per filter. Using Field Splirting with a field overlap threshold of four. we achieve the desired worst-case SMA performance using a memory word-size of 72 bits resdting in memory requirements of 32 bytes per filter. Recall that Field Splitting does increase the number of aggregation nodes in the aggregation network, thus increasing the number of memory blocks and logic required for implementation. However, these results show that the total memory requirements are actually reduced for a particular performance target. It is important to note that we do reach a point of diminishing returns with Field Splitting. The aggregation network can grow too large if too many splits are required to achieve a particularly low field overlap threshold. In this case, the impact on worst-case SMA is minimal while the memory resource requirements increase drastically due to the additional overhead. T h i s situation is reflected in Figure 9 (b) for filter setfi.5 with a field overlap threahoId of three and memory word size of 288 bits.
The final set of simulations investigate the scalability of DCFL to additional filter fields. Using the ClussBench tools suite, we generated three filter sets containing 16oQO filters using the ad5 parameter file. No smoothing or scope adjustments were applied. The first filter set was generated such that half of the filters specifying the TCP or m P protocols specified one non-wildcard field in addition to the standard six filter fields (the 5-tuple plus protocol flags). The non-wildcard field value was selected from a set of 100 random values using a uniform random variable. The second, third, and fourth filter sets were generated in the same manner with two, three, and four extra field values, respectively. Results from simulation runs are shown in Figure 10 . The slight improvement ia worst-case SMA is attributable to two impetuses: (1) the additional filter fields allow filters to be more specific, and (2) the additional filter fields are exact match fields and the maximum field overlap is at most two. As reflected in Figure 10( Woo [3] . In essence, Hypercuts is a decision tree algorithm that attempts to minimize the depth of the tree by selecting "cuts" in multidimensional space that optimally segregate packet filters into lists of bounded size. According to performance results given in [ 131, traversing the Hypercuts decision tree required between 8 and 35 memory accesses, and memory requirements for the decision tree ranged from 5.4 to 145.9 bytes per filter. We assert that DCFL exhibits advantages in all metrics of interest: worst-case SMA, memory requirements, and dynamic update performance. DCFL also provides the opportunity to strike a favorable tradeoff between performance and memory requirements, as the various parameters may be tuned to achieve the desiredresults. All new algorithmic approaches must make a strong case for their advantage relative to Ternary Content Addressable Memory (TCAM). Due to its performance, efficiency, scalability, and use of commodity hardware technology, DCFL has the ability to provide equivalent lookup performance at much lower cost and power consumption minimize the number of memory accesses required to perform a set membership query. Using a combination of real and synthetic filter sets, we demonstrated that DCFL can achieve over 100 million searches per second using existing hardware technology. Furthermore, we have also shown that DCFL retains its lookup performance and memory efficiency when the number of filters and number of fields in the filters increases. Scalability to classify on additional fields is a distinct advantage DCFL exhibits over existing decision tree algorilhms and TCAM-based solutions. We continue to explore optimizations to improve the search rate and memory efficiency of DCFL. We also believe that DCFL has potential value for other searching tasks beyond traditional packet classification.
